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Black/Jewish Relations
Since the beginning of this century, some American Jews and
Jewish organizations have openly joined with black Americans in
the struggle against religious bigotry and racial hatred.
saw in the treatment that was accorded blacks

a reflection

They
of

their own sufferings extending back over thousands of years.

The

interests of blacks and Jews in seeking an end to the destructive
and irrational hatreds were mutual.
However, the key question before us as representatives of the
black conmunity in America is the more irrmediate problem of the
.
~
extent to which the successful demand for the resignation o~drew
Young has in fact further damaged an already unhappy relationship
between the American Jewish organizational spokesmen and the rank
and file and the leadership of American blacks.
Since it is clear that the resignation of Ambassador Young
has seriously intensified tensions in black-Jewish relations,
then any attempts to seek to relieve these tensions must be based
upon contemporary realities.

At this time attempts to deal with

this problem by emotional rhetoric, past defenses and denials can
only exacerbate the problem.
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There is no question that individual Jews and Jewish organizations and their leaders have worked as part of a liberal coalition with blacks and organized labor to form a powerful political
force for social and economic reform in the United States.

It is

also clear that Jewish organizations and leadership have done so
when it is in their perceived interest to do so.

It is reasonable

to believe that they will continue to work with blacks when they
believe that it is in their interest to be allied with blacks and
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However, it is a fact that within the past 10 years some Jewish
organizations and intellectuals who were previously identified with
the aspirations of black Americans for unqualified

~ducational,

political and economic equality with all other Americans abruptly
became apologists for the racial status quo.

They

assert~d

that

further attempts to remedy the present forms of discrimination
were violative of the civil rights laws.
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opposed the interest of the black community in the Defunis, BakkeL--v"'and Weber cases up to the United States Supreme Court.
Beyond that, some Jewish intellectuals gave credence and policy
substance to· such concepts as "reverse di scr i mi nat i on 11 and "quotas 11
as reasons for restricting further attempts to continue to seek
r=~=dies for present discrimination against blacks.

The term

":;"l::>ta" which traditionally meant the exclusion of Jews was now
:::i:ig used by :na~y Jews to warn against attempts to include
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in aspects of our society and economy from which

?=eviously excluded.
?~r?lexing

~

were

To many blacks this seems to be a most

Orwellian perversion of language.
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Black America is also deeply concerned with the military
alliance that exists between Israel and the illegitimate and
oppressive raci&t regimes in South Africa a nd Southern Rhodesia.
That relationship, in our view, imposes upon Jewish organizations
in this country, an obligation to insist that the State of
Israel discontinue its support of those repressive and racist•
.·

regimes.

These causes

/

of

black-Jewish tension could only give aid

=-=.c co~fort to these who previously were as anti-Semitic as they
· · -:::: a.""lti-black.

It is also p~ ssible that it completed the cir.c;:) .e

= =~lack separatism and bitterness.

Realism demands that the burden of reso l ving the Jewish-black
tensions which have been brewing for years cannot be placed disproportionately on the backs of already overburdened blacks; Jews
must show more sensitivity and be prepared for more consul t ation
before taking positions contrary to the best interests of the black
corrrnunity.
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Realism
or

re.~olye

dernands~at all· discussions

funda,me.ntal dif.:f;el;'·e.nces

"bet,~ee.n

seeking to ameliorate
A.-rnerican blacks and

Je.ws be ·co::l.ducted SJ\ ta-ons ;of specifi.c issues and problems rather
t:ian in te.....-!:s of emotian·s ,· supplication, subtle or flagrant
t:i.re.ats and coercion or

a~r~gance.
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Whenever the legitimate qoncerns of blacks

a=e or are perceived to be in conflict with the interests and

of Jewish ·organizations and leaders, then those differ'
· k~,_~1~
e:ices must be made clear and if possible resolved. If ~J Canno~

p~licies

~e

resolved by rational discussions and in an atmosphere :;-mutual

respect, then

r~alism

demands that blacks will differ with Jews

even as Jews will differ with blacks.
w~atever po~er

Each group will t4.?n use
...

~.

and influence it has to pursue its own goals.

